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Positive Learning Behaviours based on animals are central to our school’s
ethos for learning and the school’s values for behaviour. These will be

referred to specifically in lessons and pupils will be rewarded for
demonstrating these positive behaviours.  They are as follows:

good listening - a bat working as a team - a bee being resilient - an ant
making links - spider taking risks - a meerkat being curious - a cat
being independent - a tiger having empathy - a monkey being creative - a unicorn
being wise - an owl being ready to learn - an elephant
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Subject: History

Intent:
Our history curriculum is designed to furnish children with important and accurate historical knowledge, to encourage children to
research facts, think critically; be curious (animal learning behaviour - cat) and have empathy with people from the past (learning
animal behaviour - monkey).  They should handle artefacts and be resilient in developing their use of sources (animal behaviour -
ant). We want our history curriculum to enable children to make links (animal learning behaviour - spider). Through our history
teaching we aim to enable our pupils to compare and contrast information and recognise the impact history has on our everyday,
modern lives and the diversity of cultures and societies which historical events have influenced.

Implementation:
● History lessons will start with a mindmap of what the children already know under the headings of skills and knowledge.

The children will also write questions about what they would like to find out.
● Questioning will be developed throughout the teaching units with questions starters such as: if, when, will, should, could,

would, how, did, who, etc.
● A knowledge organiser and pre-learning of vocabulary (to offer equality of learning for all) will start the topic.
● History skills and knowledge will be taught through a variety of teaching and learning styles.
● Finally, the mindmap will be completed again, in a different colour, to show learning for knowledge and skills and the

impact of the teaching and learning will be recorded.
● Children will refer back to prior learning before starting the next unit of work.
● Children will be taught using a two-year rolling programme as there are mixed year group classes.
● Historical sources will include (but not be limited to); artefacts, books, internet, museum visits, museum topic boxes,

visiting speakers, photographs, portraits, maps, school visits, oral history, storytelling.

Impact:
There is an expected progression of skills mapped for each year group to identify the learning which will take place in each stage
throughout the school by following the history programme of study against which the children and teachers will assess impact
and attainment.

Autumn EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2
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Year A
YR

Special
Me/Special
Days/Ways

Y1 & Y2
main class topic: down on
the farm/traditional tales

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: Stone age/

iron age

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Victorians

KNOWLEDGE To know how
they have

changed and
sequence events

on timeline
for chronology.

To identify
similarities and

differences when
commenting on

images of
familiar

situations in the
past. (christmas)

Romans and Celts – who is
Boudicca?

Pupils should learn about the lives of
significant people from the past.
Why was Boudicca significant?
Pupils should learn about the

differences between the Celts and
the Romans including the differences

in their beliefs.

Chronology - use the words such
as next, then, before, after
comparing time periods.

Stone Age to Iron Age –
settlements and farming.

Pupils should learn about the late
Neolithic hunter-gatherers (look at a
settlement, Skara Brae), Bronze Age

religion, technology and travel
(Stonehenge) and how this

compares to now.
Pupils should understand changes in

Britain from the Stone Age to the
Iron Age.

Chronology - use timelines and
artefacts to learn about this era,

compare now and then.

Changing power of Monarchs –
Victorians and Queen Victoria.

Pupils should learn about significant
people and inventions of the time.
They should learn about Victorian

culture and the differences between
rich and poor people at this time.

Industrial Revolution

Chronology - chronological
knowledge to be extended beyond
1066 and placing events in order.
Pupils should recall chronological

events in order.

SKILLS To use
chronological
language such as
first, before,
after, next

To identify a
feature from a
photo, book or
picture noting
how it has
changed e.g.
building, car or
school uniform

Pupils should ask and answer
questions, choosing and using

stories and other sources to show
that they know and understand key

events in history.

They should understand that things
were different in the past and will be

different in the future.

Pupils should understand the
methods of historical enquiry,
including how to use evidence

effectively and rigorously to make
historical claims.  Pupils should

develop contrasting arguments and
understand that different

interpretations of the past have
been constructed and why.

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.

Pupils should study the theme of
Victorian Britain, researching this era
effectively and having empathy with
people from the past. Pupils should
compare and contrast leadership,

belief, lifestyle or significant events
across a range of time periods.

Pupils should develop their
understanding of primary and

secondary sources.

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.
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Spring
Year A

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR
Trad/Fairy Tales

Help/My
Community

Y1 & Y2
main class topic: Help!

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: Romans

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Explorers,

Finding the Mayans
KNOWLEDGE T/ F Tales

Pupils can talk
about stories
from the past

knowing how it
differs from

today.

Children can
dress up and

role play using
props to

represent life in
the past.

Fire of London
To understand how we know

about this event from the past
(Samuel Pepys diary) and

artwork.
How did the fire start? Why did it

spread so quickly? How did it
stop? How was London different

after the fire?

Chronology
Sequence the events of the fire.
Chronology of how house design

has changed over time.

Romans in Britain
What did the Romans leave

behind?  To learn about central
heating, houses, mosaics, roads,

toilets, food, religion, words,
Roman numerals.

To investigate how many Roman
towns are named from this time

and remain.
To learn about the Roman army

and life of a soldier.

Chronology
Plot the invasion of Britain by

Rome.

Mayans
To learn about the ancient Mayan
culture. How do we know about
the ancient Mayan culture today?

To learn about their beliefs,
engineering, agriculture, writing,

food, art etc.

Chronology
To plot and order events on a
timeline, comparing against

non-European significant events.

SKILLS Children can
explain how

artefacts were
used in the

past. They can
identify

similarities and
differences.

To refer to primary sources of
information (Samuel Pepys

diary).  How did London change
after the Great Fire and what
does London look like today?

Buildings, transport, hygiene, etc.
Map of the spread of the fire and
how they tackled the fire.  How

has fire fighting changed
throughout history?

To research what is left behind
from Roman times.  Map work.
To consider what Britain would

be like if Rome had not invaded.
To consider artefacts and what
they tell us about Roman life in

Britain.
Archaeological sites and studies
(Bignor Roman Villa).  Exeter as

a Roman city.

To research from sources.
To compare writing from this
culture and writing today and
link with hieroglyphs in other
cultures (ancient Egypt). To

compare construction of
buildings with other cultures.
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(horses for
transport, fires
for cooking.)

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.

Summer
Year A

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR
Life cycles

Journeys

Y1 & Y2
main class topic: Castles and

dragons

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: rainforests

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Ancient

Greeks
KNOWLEDGE

Pupils know
and use simple
chronological

terms  to
sequence a

lifecycle
(beginning,
then, next,

after, finally).

Pupils are
familiar with
stories from

the past
describing how
journeys were
made and why.

Kings and Queens - Tudor
monarch/s or Queen Victoria

Pupils should learn about the
English and British monarchy

from AD 871 to the present day.
Children should learn about royal

palaces, castles, portraits and
other historical sources to build

up an understanding of
monarchs and invasion.

Chronology
Pupils should be able to use a

timeline to explain when English
monarchs reigned directly before

and after the period studies.

Anglo Saxons and Scots
To learn about the Roman

withdrawal from Britain in c
AD410 and the fall of the
western Roman Empire.

Scots invasions from Ireland to
Northern Britain (now Scotland).

Anglo-Saxon invasions,
settlements and kingdoms: place
names, village life, Anglo-Saxon

art and culture.

Chronology
Roman chronology of invasion vs

withdrawal of Roman Empire
from Western world.

Ancient Greeks
To learn about different Greek

gods. To understand how Greek
democracy worked and how it is

different from our democracy
today.

The Olympics and how they were
created and how they are

different to now.
Athens vs Sparta - which would

you prefer to be and why?

Chronology
Understanding timelines.

Recalling key facts.
Chronology of modern day

Olympics on timeline and placing
original Olympics.

SKILLS Pupils can
sequence a
lifecycle and

describe order.

Pupils should be able to explain
why life is different today to how
it was in the past.  They should
understand why changes are

Compare and contrast with other
times, including map work.

To develop empathy with people
from the past.

Comparing democracy - now and
then. To discuss and propose a
balanced argument for being a

Spartan or Athenian.
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Pupils can
comment on
images of
familiar

situations in
the past

made and how this impacts us
today.  Consideration of current
monarchy vs rule of monarchy in
the past and how it’s changed.

What has stayed the same?

Make interpretations based on
archaeological evidence.

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.

Recall key events of ancient
Greek empire.

Importance of storytelling in
Greek culture and its legacy

today.

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.

Autumn
Year B

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR Y1 & Y2
main class topic: Pirates

Y3 & Y4
main class topic:

sustainability

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: invaders

and settlers
KNOWLEDGE Changes within living

memory - seaside
Pupils should learn about famous

pirates from the past.  Learn
about significant individuals

linked to sea travel/discovery and
piracy.  They should learn about
the similarities and differences

between the seaside and
holidays now and in the recent

past.

Chronology
Time lines should be used to
teach chronology and words
should be used such as now,

then, next, before, after.

World War II
What impact did World War II
have on Britain?  Significant

turning point in British history
(and Europe).  Studies to cover:

the war, rationing, air raids,
evacuees, life in the trenches,
Churchill, changes in Devon

(Exeter, Plymouth).

Chronology
Timeline of World War 1 and 2.

Vikings and Anglo Saxons -
struggle for dominance

Pupils to learn about the invasion
and settlement in Britain. The

differences in culture and beliefs
and the impact on Britain during

these periods. Housing, food,
clothing, trade, etc. What is left

behind?

Chronology
Invasion timelines and significant

rulers
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SKILLS Pupils should ask questions,
choosing stories and other
sources to show that they

understand about key features of
events and how life has changed.

Pupils should understand the
impact on Britain of winning the
war and how different life might

have been if the UK had not
been victorious.  First hand

sources re evacuation locally.
Changes to Exeter and Plymouth

as a result of bombing.

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.

Pupils should understand why
Britain was invaded and the
impact this had on the UK.

Including invasion and looting of
monasteries (eg Lindisfarne).  To

understand how the Vikings
seafaring abilities enabled them

to be successful with their
invasion.

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.

Spring
Year B

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR Y1 & Y2
main class topic: battles

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: dragons

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: English Civil

War
KNOWLEDGE To learn about

the Battle of
Torrington

(including the
blowing up of

the church
which housed
the Royalist
prisoners).

Civil War - Battle of
Torrington 1646 (local study)
Learn when the battle took pale

and about the Roundheads/
Parliamentarians vs

Cavaliers/Royalists.  What is the
difference between the two?

Chronology
Compare timeline of English

monarchs.

Civil War - Battle of
Torrington 1646 (local study)

focus on Cromwell’s New
Model Army

To learn when the Battle of
Torrington took place and main

events. How did Cromwell create
an army which helped him win

the English Civil War?

Chronology

Civil War - Battle of
Torrington 1646 (local study)

focus on democracy
To learn about the significance of
the Battle of Torrington (one of

the last significant battles of
English Civil War). To learn about
the divine right of kings to rule
and the start of democracy in

Britain.

Chronology
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Whole school
visit to

Torrington.

To plot when the English Civil
War took place.

Plot English Civil War on timeline.
Plot development of New Model

Army.
Plot timeline of King Charles I
and II and establishment of

Parliament.

Order the Battle of Marston Moor,
Edgehill, Naseby, Newbury,
Torrington. Map struggle for

democracy with Divine right of
monarch to rule vs Parliament.

SKILLS To talk about
things which
are the same

and different in
Torrington

today.

To be able to compare and
contrast Torrington in the 1600s
and today. Visit to Torrington to
start overlooking leper fields at

Taddiport, Castle Green, the
“Shambles”, New Street and

Commons.

To be able to follow a map to
plot the significant battle areas in
Torrington and to compare and
contrast Torrington in the 1600s
and today.  What is the impact
on the “Cavalier” town today?

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.

To consider whether you would
be a Parliamentarian or Cavalier
and why? To consider the impact
on Torrington of the blowing up
of the church and loss of life.
To have empathy with local
people in 1646 and how life

would have changed after the
battle.

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.
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Summer
Year B

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR Y1 & Y2
Main class topic: dinosaurs

and volcanoes

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: Ancient

Egypt

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Romans

KNOWLEDGE Significant person who has
affected national or

international events - Mary
Anning.

Pupils to learn about the
contribution to history and

science these two significant (or
one) made to history.

Pupils will learn about the study
of paleontology - finding

evidence from the past and/or
evolution.

Chronology
Develop an understanding of

timelines from a dinosaur
timeline to reinforce

understanding of chronology.

Egyptian civilisation
Pupils should learn about
different pyramids, about
Egyptian life and how it is

different today.
They should know about

mummification, Tutankhamun
and the discovery of his tomb.

They should learn about
Egyptian gods and what their

role in Egyptian life was.

Chronology
To understand timelines use

artefacts and different sources of
evidence. They should compare

life between now and then.

Romanisation of Britain
(including Roman baths,

cities, houses).  What did the
Romans do for us?

Pupils should learn about the
concepts of change, continuity,
cause and effect, similarities,

differences and significance and
use them to make connections.

Chronology
To map the expansion of the
Roman Empire and the cause
and effect of its expansion,

looking at the impact on Britain.

SKILLS Compare time periods.
Looking at types of historical

evidence.
Asking historical questions.

To understand the methods of
historical enquiry including how

evidence is used rigorously.
To make historical claims and

discern how and why contrasting
arguments and interpretations of
the past have been constructed.

Connections, contrasts and
trends over time and develop
appropriate historical terms.

Compare and contrast now and
then.  What is the impact on our

time - evaluate.
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Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.

Questioning about change,
cause, similarity, difference and

significance.

YR Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
IMPACT A reception

child should be
able to talk

about what is
the same and

what is
different in the
recent past and

the present.
They will be
able to make
observations

about how they
have changed

and
demonstrate
what they

could do when
they were
younger

compared to
what they can

do now.

A year 1 child
should be able
to talk about

how the world
has changed
over time and
compare their
lives now to
the lives of

people in the
past.  They

should be able
to explain
about why
things have
changed.

A year 2 should
be able to
understand
that past

events can be
placed in order
on a timeline.

They should be
able to

understand
that life was
very different
in the past to
how it is now.
They should be

able to use
sources of

information to
help them

understanding
why the past
was different.

A year 3 child
should

understand the
concept of

Before Christ
and can place
events on a
timeline that
happened
before BC.

They should be
able to use
artefacts to
help them

discover about
the past and
compare their

lives with
historical

events and
times.

A year 4 child
should have a

solid
understanding
of chronology.

They should
understand
how the UK
has been

influenced by
the past.

They should be
able to explain

how people
lived in
different

historical times
and why things
have changed

and what
things have
stayed the

same.

A year 5 child
should have a

solid
understanding
of chronology
in different

times.

They should
understand

how different
people lived in

different
periods of

history and can
compare it to

their own lives.

They should be
able to

describe how
events in

history have
shaped life

today.

A year 6 child
should be able
to confidently
place events in
chronological
order and can
describe the
impact that
historical

events have
had on their
lives today.
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